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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, one customer satisfaction and environmental concern based multiple objective optimization model is 
presented to manage supply chain under uncertainty. Although much research work is going on sustainability of supply 
chain, very few of them are found to be optimization based analytical studies. Whereas extensive literature review 
suggests that aggregate revenue, customer satisfaction and environmental concern are three major performance 
indicators for sustainability of supply chains, existing optimization based supply chain models primarily consider at 
most any two of these three indicators. Present study is unique since these three performance indicators are considered 
simultaneously in it. Further, proposed model is multiple objective optimization model. Furthermore, it is presented in 
real life based environment and one new set: intuitionistic fuzzy T-set, which was proposed by the author in 2017, is 
employed to yield corresponding Pareto optimal solution. Numerical results show that the Pareto optimal solution to 
this model in real life based intuitionistic fuzzy T-environment is more preferable to decision maker than corresponding 
solution in classical intuitionistic fuzzy environment. Finally, conclusions are drawn.  
 
Subject Classification Codes: 90B06, 90C08, 03E72, 90C70, 90B50, 90C29. 
 
Keywords: Intuitionistic fuzzy decision making, Customer satisfaction, Green supply chain, Multiple objective 
optimization, Reverse chain, Supply chain network, Sustainability, intuitionistic fuzzy T-set, Pareto optimal solution. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
We may term the supply chain as a set of facilities, supplies, customers, products and methods of controlling inventory, 
purchasing and distribution [51]. Traditionally, the chain links suppliers with customers, beginning with the production 
and/or acquisition of raw materials by suppliers, and ending with the consumption of finished products by customers. 
In a supply chain, the flow of goods between suppliers and customers passes through several stages and each stage can 
consist of many facilities. Although in corporate sectors, traditionally, several planning, manufacturing, distribution, 
marketing and purchasing organizations operate independently, but their objectives are often conflicting in nature. 
Subsequently, business communities and scientists felt the need for one mechanism for integrating those diverse 
functions. They found that supply chain management (SCM) might be the strategy through which this integration can 
be realized. Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment are the most recent prolific management initiatives 
that can provide supply chain collaboration and visibility. Companies can dramatically improve upon the level of 
efficiency by forecasting the future demand, synchronized production scheduling, logistic management, new product 
design etc. [6].  
 
We may observe that one major component in design and analysis of supply chain is the establishment of appropriate 
performance indicator. A performance indicator or a set of performance indicators can be used to determine efficiency 
and/or effectiveness of existing system, to compare with alternative system as well as to design new system. A survey 
by Deloitte (http://www.deloitte.com) of 421 Business Leaders in more than ten countries found that 79% of supply  
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chain leaders reported significant revenue growth that was above industry average. Further, they identified the supply 
chain network design problem to be one of the most comprehensive strategic decision making problems. Furthermore, 
they observed that the supply chain network required to be optimized for long term efficient operations as well as for 
determining the number, location, capacity and type of suppliers, plants, distribution centres etc., and thereby for 
overall sustainability of whole supply chain.  Since supply chains usually involve several components, and livelihood 
of hundreds of thousands of stakeholders hinges on the performance, we may find the sustainability to be the single 
major indicating factor scientifically, economically, politically, socially as well as environmentally. Also, we may note 
that sustainability allows organizations to accomplish goal of long term multiple dimensional viability.  
 
Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) has emerged as one growing topic with increased interest among 
scientists and corporate. Here we may observe that the SSCM field is dominated by either case or survey based 
research; and very few attempts have been made to optimize different parameters of sustainability by taking one much 
general and broader look at the overarching core topics of SSCM in literature. Although researchers have identified 
quite a few other key factors like corporate social responsibility, adoption of emerging technologies, innovation, 
collaboration, leadership etc., in this paper we may consider revenue, customer satisfaction index and environmental 
concern as three primary performance indicators. First, the concentration may lie on revenue. Be it a single business or 
cluster of businesses, generating revenue continues to be the prime concern since time immemorial. There are 
innumerable studies to determine the mean of maximizing aggregate revenue (or analogously net profit) for businesses. 
So we may skip this parameter revenue and consider other aspects of sustainability of SCM viz. customer satisfaction 
and environmental concern, one by one.  
 
We may observe that customer satisfaction with a company's product or service is often perceived as the key point to 
the company's long term success and competitiveness [33]. It is an established truth that in the context of relationship 
marketing, customer satisfaction is a central determinant of customer retention and ensuing addition of new customers. 
Scientists have observed that customer satisfaction with products can be influenced by the effort that is expended to 
acquire the product along with the expectation concerning the product. Specifically, studies have yielded that 
satisfaction with the product might be higher, when customers expended considerable effort to get the product than 
when they exercised only modest effort. Further, researchers have noted that expectation do not directly affect 
satisfaction as often suggested in the satisfaction literature, but quality, which fell short of expectation, can have a 
greater impact on satisfaction and repurchase intention than quality exceeding expectation [5]. Several research articles 
also suggest that timely delivery of manufactured items or finished goods can increase the confidence level of 
customers and subsequently can increase customer satisfaction level significantly.  
 
On the other hand, as environmental concern remains at the forefront of the debate of global and local social interests, 
green supply chain management (GSCM) turn out to be very essential. There is a growing need for integrating 
environmentally sound choices into SCM research and practice. The motivation for the introduction of GSCM may be 
ethical (e.g., reflecting the value of manager) and/or commercial (e.g., gaining competitive advantage by signaling 
environmental concern) [65]. We may observe that the number of organizations, contemplating the integration of 
environmental practices into their strategic plans and daily operations is continuously increasing. Further, numerous 
initiatives have granted attractive incentives to organizations for becoming more environmentally benign [6]. 
Organizations view many of these environmental programs including technological and organizational development 
projects, as possible alternatives for gaining or maintaining the competitive advantage. In a nutshell, formulation of a 
comprehensive framework in form of one multiple objective optimization model for systematic management of 
logistics flows among chain members by considering three major performance indicators in a sustainable supply chain 
is urgently needed.  
 
We may organize the rest of this article as follows. In Section 2, we provide specifications of proposed SSCM model. 
In Section 3, we formulate the SSCM model by assembling all the objective functions and constraints. In Section 4, we 
discuss multiple objective optimization method under real life environment in short. In this paper, we may employ 
intuitionistic fuzzy T-set to represent real life environment and thereby solve proposed SSCM model. Next in Section 
5, we consider numerical application of proposed model under intuitionistic fuzzy T-environment. Next we compare 
between the Pareto optimal solution obtained in intuitionistic fuzzy T-environment and classical intuitionistic fuzzy 
environment. We draw the conclusions in Section 6.  
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Figure-1: Flow chart of logistics flows and induced monetary flows of SSCM model 
 
2. SPECIFICATIONS OF PROPOSED SSCM MODEL 
 
Based on those discussions, we plan to develop one comprehensive conceptual framework for formulating one 
integrated logistics operational SSCM model by involving eight potential chain members. Further we may classify 
these chain members into two layers: 
i. Manufacturing Chain (MC) and 
ii. Reverse Chain (RC). 
 
In MC layer, we may propose potential chain members as a. suppliers of raw materials, b. plants, c. distribution centers 
(DCs), d. customers. In RC layer, we may propose potential chain members as a. collecting points, b. recycle plants, c. 
secondary material markets, d. final disposal (waste) locations. Furthermore, we may suggest another important anchor 
of proposed SSCM to be Governments/independent environmental protection authorities, not only for forming 
regulations (to be followed by SSCM members) but also for providing monetary supports. We may note that these 
authorities may infuse tax payers’ hard earned money in form of subsidies to recycle plants in particular and SSCM in 
general, for recycling untreated items. Here we may link members of proposed SSCM with solid and dashed lines to 
illustrate corresponding directional relationships in terms of logistics flow and induced monetary flow respectively, as 
given in Fig. 1.  
 
Hypothesis: 
To specify scopes of study and to further simplify the proposed SSCM model, we may hypothesize following 
assumptions 

i. In proposed SSCM model, we investigate single product scenario, i.e. there is exactly one manufactured 
product in entire time interval. 

ii. The time varying capacity of inventory associated with each chain member in both MC layer and RC layer in 
any given time interval is known. 

iii. The time varying maximum quantity of products manufactured at plants as well as time varying maximum 
quantity of items, treated at recycle plants are known in any given time interval. Here those maximum limits 
are same for each time interval. 

iv. The time varying numbers of available suppliers, customers, collecting points, recycles plants, secondary 
material markets, final disposal locations are known in each time interval. 

v. The maximum allowable numbers of total plants and/or DCs are known in each time interval. 
vi. Further social stability is vital for sustainability (e.g., supply chain members should stay away from adverse 

situations that can arise from labour unrest, political interferences, degradation of brand values etc.). 
Consequently, when new plant(s) and/or DC(s) become operational, we cannot shut those within given total 
time period.  

vii. In each time interval, a customer is served by one and only one DC. 
viii. The time varying quantity of demand of customers is known in any given time interval. 
ix. The time varying value of used product return ratio, referring to proportion of quantity of used products 

returned by customers and passing to RC layer is known in any given time interval. Here these values are 
same in any given time interval. 

 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF SSCM MODEL 
 
With all those aforementioned assumptions, we may construct one composite multiple objective optimization model to 
yield optimal values of aggregate revenue and customer satisfaction index. We may consider following identifications 
of proposed SSCM model. 
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Integer Variables: Following binary integer variables are used in proposed SSCM 

1, if DC 'j' is open
,  ;

0, otherwisejj J z 
∀ ∈ = 

  

1, if plant 'k' is open
,  

0, otherwisekk K p 
∀ ∈ = 


 

1, if customer 'i' is served by DC 'j'
, ,  

0, otherwisejii I j J y∀ ∈ ∈ =




 

Mathematical Model:  
 
The mathematical model of the proposed supply chain is as follows 
 
 A. Objective Functions: 

We may construct two objective functions of proposed SSCM model as follows 
• Maximizing aggregate revenue of proposed sustainable supply chain network, including manufacturing chain 

based total revenue, reverse chain based total revenue and revenue in terms of subsidies associated with given 
reverse chain from Government agencies and/or environment protection authorities;  

• Maximizing customer satisfaction by considering percentage of customer demand that is deliverable within 
stipulated access time. 

Aggregate revenue of proposed SSCM ( )SSCMAR is composed of three major items. We may find the aggregate 

revenue by adding combined revenue associated with given manufacturing chain ( )mcTR and combined revenue 

associated with given reverse chain ( )rcTD and total government subsidies associated with given reverse chain

( )mcTS  within given total time period as follows 

SSCM mc rc rcAR TR TD TS= + +                                                                                                    (1A) 
 
The combined time varying amount of revenue associated with given manufacturing chain within given total time 
period  ( )mcT TR may be termed as follows 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

( )  ( ) ( )  f ( ) ( )  q ( )
T

mc sk sk kj kj ji ji
s k k j j i

TR R b R R
µ

µ µ µ µ µ µ
=

 
= × + × + × 

 
∑ ∑∑ ∑∑ ∑∑

 
(2) 

The combined time varying amount of revenue associated with given reverse chain within given total time period 
( )rcT TD may be termed as follows 

( )

( )

( )

( )

1

( )  (qr) ( )

( )  r ( )
 

( )  r ( )

( )  (rq) ( )

ix ix
i x

xt xtT
x t

rc
tm tm

t m

mk mk
m k

R

R
TD

R

R

µ

µ µ

µ µ

µ µ

µ µ

=

 × +
 
 × + 
 =

× + 
 
 × 
 

∑∑

∑∑
∑ ∑∑

∑∑

                                                                                     (3) 

The combined time varying amount of government subsidies associated with given reverse chain within given total 
time period T ( )mcTS may be termed as follows 

( )
1

( )  r ( )  
T

rc tm tm
t m

TS S
µ

µ µ
=

 = × 
 

∑ ∑∑                                                                                                (4) 

Next customer satisfaction increases as the total customer demand (in %) that can be met within given total time 
period T can be maximized. Hence the combined time varying amount of customer satisfaction ( )SSCMCS within 

given total time period T may be termed as follows 

( )
1

( ) / ( )
T

SSCM j ji i
j i i

CS z q d
µ

µ µ
=

 
= ⋅ 

 
∑ ∑∑ ∑                                                                                (1B) 
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 B. Constraints: 

In addition, we may consider corresponding logistics conditions either restricted by operational requirements or 
compelled by regulations and consequently augment five groups of constraints in proposed SSCM model as  
A. Inventory constraints, B. Return resource constraints, C. Operational constraints, D. Capacity constraints and E. 
Production constraints. 

A. Inventory Constraints: 
• Manufacturing Chain Layer (MC-layer) 

a. Suppliers of Raw Materials 
       , : in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) su p( )s qi qi q bs s s s sskk

µ µ µ µ µ µ µ∀ ≤ = − + − ≤∑                                                        (5) 

b. Plants   , :  in f( ) ( ) ( )    p k kk o qiµ µ µ∀ ∈ ∀ ≤ =  

      ( )( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )
r

m

k sk mk k k kj k
s m j

qi b rq q q fµ µ µ µ τ µ µ µ− + + + − ⋅ − ≤ 
 
 
∑ ∑ ∑                       (6)

 

 
We may note that this relation can hold only for those plants that remain open in given time interval .µ  Further 
we have considered variations of flows from raw materials to manufactured products; and involved corresponding 
coefficient

r
mτ . 

c. Distribution Centers (DCs) 
       DC,  :in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) su p( )j j j kj ji j

k i
open qi qi f qµ µ µ µ µ µ µ∀ ∀ ≤ = − + − ≤∑ ∑                 (7) 

We may note that this relation holds only for those DCs, which remain open in given time interval µ . 
• Reverse Chain Layer (RC-layer) 
a. Collecting Points 
       ,  :in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )x x x ix xt x

i t
x ri ri qr rµ µ µ µ µ µ µ∀ ≤ = − + − ≤∑ ∑                                (8) 

b. Recycle Plants 
 
We may note that recycle plants usually have three types of inventories: Type I for untreated items that are 
received from collecting points, Type II for treated items that are transported to secondary material markets and 
Type III for waste items that are transported to final disposal locations. , :t µ∀  

,  :in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )x x x ix xt x
i t

x ri ri qr rµ µ µ µ µ µ µ∀ ≤ = − + − ≤∑ ∑                                       (9) 

in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )u
mm m

t t t t tm t
m

ritm ritm rt rµ µ µ τ µ µ µ≤ = − + ⋅ − ≤∑                                       (10) 

in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )u
ww w

t t t t tw t
w

ritw ritw rt rµ µ µ τ µ µ µ≤ = − + ⋅ − ≤∑                                        (11)   

Here the corresponding physical transformation rate must satisfy the condition that 1u u
m wτ τ+ = . 

c. Secondary Material Markets 
      , : in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )m m m tm mk m

t k
m ri ri r rqµ µ µ µ µ µ µ∀ ≤ = − + − ≤∑ ∑                         (12)   

d. Final Disposal Locations (rc-layer ‘w’) 
       , : in f( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) su p( )w w w tw w w

t
w ri ri r rfµ µ µ µ µ µ µ∀ ≤ = − + − ≤∑                                (13) 

B. Return Resource Constraints : ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0rc ix i
i x i

R qr dµ µ µ γ µ ∀ = = ⋅ ≥ 
 
∑∑ ∑                                      (14) 

C. Operational Constraints  
 

On Number of Operational Plants : ( )  
p

k
k O

p Pµ µ
∈

∀ ≤∑                                                                                     (15) 

, (time interval), (time interval),   ( ) ( )i j k i k jk p pµ µ µ µ∀ =                                                                     (16)
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On Number of Operational DCs : ( )

D

j
j O

z Wµ µ
∈

∀ ≤∑                                                                                         (17) 

, (time interval), (time interval):   ( ) ( )i j j i j jj z zµ µ µ µ∀ =                                                                       (18)         
       

On Relations between DCs and Customers ( ), : ( ) ( )ji i ji
j

i q d yµ µ µ µ∀ ≤ ⋅∑                                                 (19) 

( ) 1ji
j

y µ =∑                                                                                                                                                         (20)                                                

D. Capacity Constraints  

Suppliers  
1 1

, : ( )   
T T

s sk
k

T T s q b
µ µ µ µ

µ
= =

   
∀ ≤ ≥   

   
∑ ∑∑                                                                                      (21) 

Plants           , :T T k∀ ≤  

Associated with raw materials:
1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  r
m

T T

k sk mk
s m

q b rq
µ µ µ µ

τ µ µ µ
= =

 ⋅ ≤ + 
 

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                                      (22) 

Associated with manufactured products:   
1 1

( ) ( )
T T

k kj
j

q f
µ µ µ µ

µ µ
= =

≥∑ ∑∑                                                               (23) 

DCs    
1 1

       , : ( ) ( )  
T T

kj ji
k i

T T j f q
µ µ µ µ

µ µ
= =

∀ ≤ ≥∑∑ ∑∑                                                                     (24) 

Collecting Points    
1 1

, : ( ) ( ) ( )
T T

ix xt
i t

T T x qr r
µ µ µ µ

µ µ
= =

∀ ≤ ≥∑∑ ∑∑                                                                  (25) 

Recycle Plants 

Untreated Items
1 1

, : ( ) ( ) ( )
T T

xt t
x

T T t r rt
µ µ µ µ

µ µ
= =

∀ ≤ ≥∑∑ ∑                                                                                 (26) 

Treated Items (to be transported to secondary material markets) 

1 1

, : ( ) ( ) ( )u
m

T T

tm t
m

T T t r rt
µ µ µ µ

µ τ µ
= =

∀ ≤ ≤ ⋅∑∑ ∑                                                                                                 (27) 

Treated Items (to be transported to final disposal locations) 

1 1

, : ( ) ( ) ( )u
w

T T

tw t
w

T T t r rt
µ µ µ µ

µ τ µ
= =

∀ ≤ ≤ ⋅∑∑ ∑                                                                                                  (28) 

Secondary Material Markets , :T T m∀ ≤  
1 1

( ) ( ) ( )
T T

mk tm
k t

rq r
µ µ µ µ

µ µ
= =

≤∑∑ ∑∑                                                (29) 

E. Production Constraints 
 Plants   , :  q ( ) Cap a( )k kk µ µ µ∀ ≤                                                                                           (30)   

 Recycle Plants       , :  r ( ) Cap a( )t tt µ µ µ∀ ≤                                                                                              (31)        
 
4. MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE IN IMPRECISE ENVIRONMENT  
 
We may note that multiple objective optimization is the process of optimizing systematically and simultaneously a 
collection of objective functions [71]. By assuming that the decision maker (DM) has imprecise aspiration level for 
each objective function, mathematicians have proposed several methods in literature for characterizing Pareto optimal 
solutions to multiple objective optimization problems (MOOP) [78]. In one of these approaches, scientists have used 
fuzzy set theory [7, 31, 73]. As pointed out by Zimmermann in 1976 and later in 1978, various kinds of uncertainties 
can be categorized as fuzziness [76-77]. Zimmermann and successive researchers converted MOOP into single 
objective optimization problems to yield Pareto optimal solutions by applying fuzziness of the DM’s aspiration with  
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respect to goals of uncertain objective functions (and constraints, till they are symmetric) [25-27]. Advantages of 
employing fuzzy sets to represent uncertainty in optimization models are manifold and well known [27, 71, 78]. In 
subsequent years, researchers have worked on this technique to solve MOOP under uncertain and real life based 
environments.  
 
On the other hand, fuzzy set theory has been widely developed and several modifications and generalizations have 
appeared. One of them is the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) sets that was introduced by K. T. Atanassov in 1986. 
IF sets consider not only membership values but also non-membership values such that sum of these values does not 
exceed unity for any IF objective function.  
 
Advantages of employing IF sets to represent impreciseness in optimization models are manifold and well known. 
Plamen P. Angelov (in 1995 and next in 1997) first introduced the solution technique of optimization models under IF 
environment. In subsequent years, researchers have worked on this technique to solve MOOP under uncertainty. In 
2015, the author proposed IFT- sets to supersede IF sets in representing uncertainty [25-26]. Here in this paper, we may 
solve the proposed SSCM model in IFT-environment. 
 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 
To illustrate the applicability of proposed method, we may conduct one simplified numerical study. The data used in 
this study are partly inspired from the article by J.-B. Sheu et al, entitled “An integrated logistics operational model for 
green-supply chain management”, published in the journal “Transportation Research” in 2005 [59] and partly from the 
article by Altiparmak et al, entitled “A genetic algorithm approach for multi-objective optimization of supply chain 
networks”, published in the journal “Computers and Industrial Engineering” in 2006 [2]. 
 
Here we take T = 4, i.e. we consider 4 quarters of the year. Further, we assume the number of suppliers, plants, DCs, 
customers, collecting points, recycle plants, secondary material markets, final disposal locations as unity in each case. 
The other parameters of proposed SSCM are taken as follows 
 
Parameter settings: 
We set the numbers of units of product demand and used-product returns as given in Table 1. Next we set the estimated 
unit revenues for both MC-layer and RC-layer as given in Table 2. The other parameters of proposed model are given 
in Table 3. 
 
Analysis of Numerical Results: 
We may assume that the objective functions of proposed SSCM model are considered in real life environment. Here we 
may solve the proposed multiple objectives SSCM model with imprecise objective functions by employing IFT-sets. In 

order to determine the T + − characteristic functions andT − − characteristic functions of IFT-objective functions, we 
may compute individual maximum and minimum values of objective functions subject to given constraints and obtain 
optimal values of single objective optimization models as given in Table 4. 
 

Table-1: Product Demand and Used-Product Return 
Time Interval Product Demand Used-Product Return ( )0.25γ =  

1 4290 1072 
2 4263 1065 
3 4049 1012 
4 4115 1028 

 
Table-2: Unit Revenues for MC-layer and RC-layer of SSCM Model 

Parameters Unit Revenues ($) 
 Lower Bound Upper Bound 

MC-layer 
Suppliers of raw materials ( )skR µ  29 55 

Plants ( )kjR µ  360 610 

Distribution Centers ( )jiR µ  521 825 

Customer ( )ixR µ  0 5 
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RC-layer 
Collecting points ( )xtR µ  4.3 6.8 

Recycle plants ( )tmR µ  6.1 9.5 

Secondary material markets ( )mkR µ  15. 30 
 

Table-3: Summary of Other Parameters 
Parameters Values Parameters Values 

Government subsidy ( )tmS µ  8.7 
Physical transformation rate of finished products,  
manufactured from raw materials 

r
mτ  

1 

Physical transformation rate of treated 
items from untreated items

u
mτ  

0.8 
Physical transformation rate of waste items from 
untreated items 

u
wτ  

0.2 

Used-product return flow ratio γ  0.25 Weights associated with MC- chain and RC-chain 1, 1 
Maximum allowable number of open plants P   1 Maximum allowable number of open DCs W   1 

Minimum Inventory Capacities Maximum Inventory Capacities 
Suppliers inf ( )s µ  0 Suppliers sup ( )s µ  5000 

Plants inf ( )k µ  0 Plants sup ( )k µ  5000 

DCs inf ( )j µ   DCs sup ( )j µ  5000 

Collecting points inf ( )x µ  0 Collecting points sup ( )x µ  3000 

Untreated items at recycle plants inf ( )u
t µ  0 Untreated items at recycle plants sup ( )u

t µ  1000 

Treated items at recycle plants inf ( )m
t µ  0 Treated items at recycle plants sup ( )

t

m µ  1000 

Waste items at recycle plants inf ( )w
t µ  0 Waste items at recycle plants sup ( )

t

w µ  1000 

Secondary material markets inf ( )m µ  0 Secondary material markets sup ( )m µ  2000 

Disposal Locations inf ( )w µ  0 Disposal Locations sup ( )w µ  1000 
 

Table-4: Individual Maximum and Minimum Values of Objective Functions 
Objective Functions Maximum Values Minimum Values 

Aggregate revenue SSCMAR  2,80,33,520  10,442 

Customer satisfaction index SSCMCS  4 0 
 

Table-5: Comparison of Results of Proposed SSCM Model 
Optimal 
Values 

IFT-
Environment 

IF 
Environment Remarks 

SSCMAR  2, 00, 7$ 9, 224  $1,75,06,749 The optimal values of both the objective functions of proposed 
SSCM model are more preferable than the values obtained under 
classical IF environment. SSCMCS  4 3.5 

 
Next we may suppose that the DM desires the maximum value of aggregate revenue SSCMAR as $ 11,390,000 with 
acceptable tolerance level at $ 1,13,900; but its value must not be less than $ 1,00,000. Further suppose that DM desires 
the maximum value of customer satisfaction index SSCMCS as 3.5 with acceptable tolerance level at 2.5; but its value 
must not be less than 2. 

Based on the pre-determined goals and tolerances, we may construct T + − characteristic functions and T − −
characteristic functions of IFT-objective functions SSCMAR and SSCMCS as follows [25-26] 

1,13,90
( ) ,

112 10
0

76 0
SSCM

SSCM SSCM

AR
T AR AR+ −

= ∀  ; 
1,13,90,000

( ) ,
11290000

SSCM
SSCM SSCM

AR
T AR AR− −

= ∀
 

2.5
( ) ,

1
SSCM

SSCM SSCM

CS
T CS CS+ −

= ∀ ;
3.5

( ) ,
1.5

SSCM
SSCM SSCM

CS
T CS CS− −

= ∀  
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We use LINGO 17 to solve the optimization model having around 131 constraints and 87 variables including 3 binary 
integer variables. Here we apply the optimization method under IFT-environment and obtain the Pareto optimal 
solution as follows 

2,00,79,22$ 4,*SSCMAR = * 4SSCMCS = . 
 
Here we may observe that the optimal values of both the objective functions are superior to the respective goals. Next 
we may compare the relative performance of proposed method by comparing the results with those obtained by 
employing existing classical intuitionistic fuzzy technique, as presented in Table 5. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we present one customer satisfaction and environmental concern based multiple objective optimization 
model for sustainable management of supply chain in real life environment. We have extensively reviewed the 
literature and can find lesser number of optimization based supply chain management studies. And even in most of 
these studies, scientists have either considered only one objective function, or applied utilization functions, weights etc. 
to convert multiple objective SSCM models into single objective optimization models. But we know it well that using 
multiple objective SSCM model and thereby yielding Pareto optimal solution has several advantages over finding 
optimal solution to single objective optimization model, especially in real life cases.  And present study is unique, since 
the proposed SSCM model considers aggregate revenue and customer satisfaction index, two major performance 
indicators for sustainable management of supply chain, as objective functions simultaneously, along with the impact of 
SCM activities on the environment and develops into one multiple objective optimization model. 
 
On the other hand in idealistic perspective, we may find in real life based optimization models that the most important 
purpose to maximize the up-gradation of most misfortunate is better served when some constraints present in existing, 
well established techniques, are removed [27]. In existing optimization methods under IF environment, membership 
and non membership functions of IF objective function are found not to be utilized in the way that it is defined [25-26]. 
In this paper, we solve the proposed SSCM model in real life based environment by making use of one new set, namely 
IFT-set. We may note that IFT-set, which was suggested by the author [25], can be employed to supersede classical IF 
set in representing uncertainty or real life environment more precisely. In this paper, the numerical results demonstrate 
that the Pareto optimal solution to proposed SSCM model in IFT-environment is more preferable to decision maker 
than corresponding Pareto optimal solution in classical IF environment. In this way, we seem to further ascertain that 
IFT-set can be more appropriate tool in representing real life cases.  
 
Additionally, present study is unique even if the proposed SSCM model is considered in crisp environment or classical 
IF environment. 
 
We can find lot of scopes for further improvement of proposed SSCM model. The numerical study presented in this 
paper is much simplified. We may consider more general data sets, e.g. much large number of plants, DCs, recycle 
plants, collecting points etc. in future studies on sustainable SSCM model. Further, we may take up extensive empirical 
and analytical surveys and develop this model further. Also, we may upgrade the customer satisfaction index by 
considering its other aspects. Furthermore we may take up net profit instead of aggregate revenue as objective function. 
Also, we may take up other performance indicators like corporate social responsibility, agility, security, sharing of 
customer-data among businesses, adoption of futuristic technologies as objective functions in future studies. We may 
consider longer or shorter time frame as per requirement of industries. And last but not the least, we may solve 
proposed SSCM model in other environments e.g., fuzzy environment, neutrosophic environment, soft environment, 
rough environment etc.  
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• List of symbols and their descriptions 

Symbols Descriptions 
 Indices 

s S∈
 

Supplier ‘s’ among total ‘S’ suppliers  
(of raw materials) 

k K∈
 

Plant ‘k’ among total ‘K’ plants 
j J∈

 
DC ‘j’ among total ‘J’ DC 

i I∈
 

Customer ‘i’ among total ‘I’ customers 
x X∈

 
Collecting point ‘x’ among total ‘X’ collecting points 

Rt P∈
 

Recycle plant ‘t’ among total ‘ RP ’ recycle plants 

m M∈
 

Secondary material market ‘m’ among total ‘M’ secondary material markets 
w W∈

 
Final disposal location ‘w’ among total ‘W’ final disposal locations 

 
 Variables and Parameters 

( )sq µ
 

Time varying amount of raw material acquired by any given supplier ‘s’ in given time interval 
µ  

( )kq µ  Time varying amount of products manufactured at any given plant ‘k’ from raw materials therein 
in given time interval µ  

( ) ( )sqi µ
 

Time varying amount of raw materials in inventory associated with any given supplier ‘s’ in any 
given time interval µ  

( ) ( )kqi µ  Time varying amount of both raw materials and manufactured products in inventory associated 
with any given plant ‘k’ in any given time interval µ  

( ) ( )jqi µ  Time varying amount of manufactured products in inventory associated with any given DC ‘j’ in 
any given time interval µ  

( ) ( )xri µ  Time varying amount of used items in inventory associated with any given collecting point ‘x’ in 
any given time interval µ  

( ) ( )tri µ  Time varying amount of untreated items in inventory associated with any given recycle plant ‘t’ 
in any given time interval µ  

( ) ( )trt µ  Time varying amount of untreated items in inventory put to use for recycling associated with any 
given recycle plant ‘t’ in given time interval µ  

( ) ( )tritm µ  Time varying amount of treated items in inventory associated with any given recycle plant ‘t’ in 
any given time interval µ  

( ) ( )tritw µ
 

Time varying amount of waste items in inventory associated with any given recycle plant ‘t’ in 
any given time interval µ  

( )( ) ( )mri µ
 

Time varying amount of treated items in inventory associated with any given secondary material 
market ‘m’ in any given time interval µ  

( )( ) ( )wri µ
 

Time varying amount of waste items in inventory associated with any given final disposal 
location ‘w’ in any given time interval µ  

( )( ) ( )wrf µ
 

Time varying amount of wastages, disposed off at any given final disposal location ‘w’ in given 
time interval µ  
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( )skb µ
 

Number of raw materials transported from supplier ‘s’ to plant ‘k’ in given time interval µ  

f ( )kj µ  
Number of manufactured products transported from plant ‘k’ to DC ‘j’ in given time intervalµ  

q ( )ji µ  
Number of manufactured products transported from DC ‘j’ to customer ‘i’ in given time interval
µ  

( ) ( )ixqr µ
 

Number of used products returned from customer ‘i’ to collecting point ‘x’ in given time interval
µ  

r ( )xt µ  
Number of used products transported from collecting point ‘x’ to recycle plant ‘t’ in given time 
interval µ  

r ( )tw µ
 

Number of untreated items transported from recycle plant  ‘t’ to final disposal location ‘w’ in 
given time interval µ  

r ( )tm µ
 

Number of treated items transported from recycle plant  ‘t’ to secondary material market ‘m’ in 
given time interval µ  

(rq) ( )mk µ
 

Number of treated items transported from secondary material market ‘m’ to plant ‘k’ in given 
time interval µ  

( )id µ  
Time varying demand of manufactured products of customer ‘i’ in given time interval µ  

T  Total time period 
µ  Given time interval 

pO  Number of open plant 

DO  Number of open distribution center 
r

mτ  Physical transformation rate of manufactured products from raw materials 
u

mτ  Physical transformation rate of treated items from untreated items 
u

wτ
 

Physical transformation rate of waste items from untreated items 

  
 Coefficients of objective functions 

( )skR µ
 

Revenue of supplier ‘s’ associated with one unit of raw material transported to plant ‘k’ 

( )kjR µ
 

Revenue of plant ‘k’ associated with one unit of finished product transported to DC ‘j’ 

( )jiR µ
 

Revenue of DC ‘j’ associated with one unit of finished product transported to customer ‘i’ 

( )ixR µ
 

Compensation received by customer ‘i’ associated with  one unit of used product returned to 
collecting point ‘x’ 

( )xtR µ
 

Revenue of collecting point ‘x’ associated with one unit of used product transported to recycle 
plant ‘t’ 

( )tmR µ
 

Revenue of recycle plant ‘t’ associated with one unit of treated item transported to secondary 
material market ‘m’ 

( )mkR µ
 

Revenue of secondary material market ‘m’ associated with one unit of treated item transported to 
plant ‘k’ 

( )tmS µ
 

Subsidy associated with one unit of treated item sent to secondary material market ‘m’, received 
by recycle plant ‘t’ as a green reverse chain member from Governments/environmental 
protection agencies 

 
 Objective functions 

SSCMAR  Aggregate revenue of proposed SSCM 

       mcTR  Combined time varying amount of revenue associated with given manufacturing chain within 
given total time period 

rcTD  Combined time varying amount of revenue associated with given reverse chain within given 
total time period 

mcTS  Combined time varying amount of government subsidies associated with given reverse chain 
within given total time period 

SSCMCS  Combined time varying amount of customer satisfaction within given total time period T 
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